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"Fortunately, man's best friend came into the play: by claiming an anti−drug
policy some discotheques now place a 'sniffer−dog' at the door.  Poodles,
bulldogs − whatever.  It doesn't matter: Muslims are afraid of being touched by
dogs, so they leave the place without further ado."

−−− Translation from Denmark TV2 story "Discotheque: Muslims Make Trouble."

Original: http://nyhederne.tv2.dk/article.php/id−7648742.html

Translated: http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/07/strangers−in−night.html
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Simple High−Voltage Capacitor Construction

Overview

High−voltage capacitors are very handy for the experimenter.  Unfortunately, they can be very
difficult to find.  Then, if you can find them, they will be quite expensive or even made using
potentially dangerous chemicals.  For this project, we'll be using several easy−to−find "computer
grade" 450 volt electrolytic capacitors wired in series to form a single fairly high−capacity,
high−voltage capacitor.

When wired in series, the voltage rating on the capacitors can be added together.  The final
microfarad value of the capacitor will be equal to their initial values, divided by the number of them
in series (try to keep them all equal).  For example, using eight series 250 µF, 450 VDC capacitors
will lead to a final 32 µF capacitor with a voltage rating of 3,600 VDC.  There is one major caveat
when constructing such a device, though.  When in series, each of the capacitors essentially acts as
a voltage divider.  Since no two capacitors are truely identical (capacity and leakage current wise),
you'll need to add an external resistive voltage divider across each of the capacitors to "even" out
the voltage divided across them.  For this project, we'll be using 100 kohm, 5 watt metal−oxide
resistors for the voltage divider.  The series resistor string must also be capable of handling the
fairly high heat dissipation, around 20 watts in this case.

Peak Voltage : 4,000 VDC
Total Series Resistance : 800,000 Ohms
Resistor String Current : 0.005 Amps   [ 4,000 Volts / 800,000 Ohms ]

Power Dissipation : 20 Watts     [ (0.005 Amps ^ 2) * 800,000 Ohms ]

Construction Notes & Pictures

Case overview.  The capacitors will be installed in an old ammo box to help protect them and to
contain any explosion if the capacitors happen to be overcharged.  Heh.

The 9−inch long aluminum bar in the middle will hold the electrolytic capacitors using plastic zip
ties.  It will then be isolated inside the middle of the case using a piece of 1/4−inch allthread rod and
rubber grommets.  Two banana jacks will act as the new output terminals.
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Electrolytic capacitors used.  They are 250 µF / 450 VDC Mallory capacitors.  Their maximum
"surge" voltage is 525 VDC.  They should work up to 500 VDC with no problems.  They'll be
connected in series using solid #14 copper wire and ring terminals.  The zip ties are on the left.

Zip−tying the electrolytic capacitors to the mounting bar.  This is a total hack, but it seemed to work
out quite well.
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All the capacitors wired in series (positive to negative).  The output POSITIVE terminal is on the left,
the output NEGATIVE terminal is on the right.  The series 100 kohm resistors are mounted using
separate ring terminals on the capacitor's connecting posts.
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Mounting bar hardware.  1/4−inch allthread and coupling nuts.
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Final installation inside the case.  The threaded rod is secured to the sides of the case (through the
rubber grommets) using the couplers and short 1/4−inch bolts.  There is a sponge underneath the
capacitors to help hold them in place.  Art foam lines the sides to prevent any shorting.  The wires
connecting the output terminals have vinyl tubing to protect them from high−voltage arcing.

Overhead view.  Output banana jack terminals are on the left.  They are also mounted through
rubber grommets to add extra high−voltage protection.
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Completed front panel overview.  This capacitor bank can now be used for high−voltage power
supply filtering.  It should NOT be used for high−current pulse discharge applications.
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Schematic
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GBPPR Electromagnetic Pulse Experiments − Part 3

Overview

For the third article in this series, we'll be focusing on Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) devices which
have the capability to disable a moving or stationary vehicle.  The idea revolves around first
charging a high−voltage pulse capacitor up to a fairly high voltage.  Then, when a vehicle passes
over it − completing the circuit − the capacitor discharges via two spark gaps and two long, metal
contact probes.  The metal probes help to directly couple the high−voltage, high−current pulse onto
the frame or engine block of the vehicle.  Since electronic fuel, ignition, and other engine controls
are all connected to the vehicle's frame (ground), raising the frame to a high−voltage potential will
hopefully destroy any solid−state electronic devices connected to it.  The use of two spark gaps
helps to maintain the high−voltage on the vehicle's frame for just a few more microseconds.  The
only problem using this device is that you'll need very high voltages for it to work properly.  At least
30,000 VDC should be used to help the discharge "arc" cut through any rust, dirt, or grim on the
vehicle's frame.  If you use over 100,000 VDC, you might even be able to get the return arc to use a
path to Earth ground, and that will almost guarantee a disabled vehicle.  Also, the capacitor's value
doesn't have to be very large, but you'll want it to have at least 50 joules of energy.  The device
shown here was only operated at 4,000 VDC − and I couldn't get anyone to let me test it on their
vehicle!  So, as it is, this method is still very experimental, but it should work.  It'll also zap regular
electronic devices as well.  Just rub the contact probes against it...

How does this vary from the static spark you get when you slide across the driver's seat?  Simple,
while static sparks are very high in voltage, their source current is extremely low.  All automobiles
include protection circuits to help "trap" these static spark discharges.  The EMP method shown
here develops very high currents, which are harder to contain, and this will help to "burn out" any
circuit protection components.  That being said, remember that playing with high−voltage capacitors
is very dangerous, unless you post on Digg or read $2600 Magazine.  Then you don't need to
worry about anything!

Someone NEEDS to make up a few "Boy FU" and "$" stickers!!!!
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Construction Notes & Pictures

Capacitor mounting hardware overview.  The high−voltage GE Pyranol capacitor is on the right.

The capacitor mounting hardware is literally a bunch of junk I found.  Plastic fence parts will act as
the base, and the capacitor will be sandwiched between two pieces of aluminum bar stock and
1/4−inch allthread and coupling nuts.  Small aluminum bars will be mounted on the sides of the
capacitor to hold standoff mounting terminals for the capacitor's passive charging components.
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Spark gap parts.  A Champion D14 spark plug is secured using a 1/2−inch copper plated split−ring
hanger.  This is then attached to a 1−inch by 1−inch L−bracket to the capacitor's
terminals.  Attached to the screw terminal on the spark plug is a 0−6 AWG copper mechanical
lug.  This is used to hold a 6−inch long, 3/8−inch diameter utility spring (C−239 on the
package).  The spring acts as the metal contact probe for when an automobile passes over it.  If you
can't find a spring, or if they are too short, you can use a piece of #6 or #4 copper ground wire.
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Constructed high−voltage capacitor mounting hardware.  The black strips are pieces of art foam to
help protect the capacitor.  The 1/4−inch bolts are counter−sunk into the plastic block.

Capacitor charge components.  The charge voltage comes in from the right via a banana jack.  It
then passes through a five watt, 100 kohm isolation resistor.  This isn't a real high−voltage resistor,
but it'll work in a pinch.  Next, is a 1.8 µH inductor which was salvaged from an old microwave oven
magnetron's filament line.  This helps to further isolate the discharge pulse from the charging
circuits.  The value is probably too low, but oh well.  Also note how the components are mounted on
isolated standoffs to prevent high−voltage arcing to the metal frame.

There is vinyl tubing over the threaded connecting rods for added protection.  A rubber grommet
and a plastic cable clamp help to route the charging line away from the metal frame and mounting
hardware.
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Alternate view with the spark plug hardware mounted to the capacitor.  Large brass washers help to
secure the L−brackets to the capacitor's terminals.  A handle was also added to the plastic capacitor
mount so it's easier to carry.  You'll want to avoid touching the terminals when handling this device.
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Underneath view of the the spark plugs and their associated mounting hardware.  The WHITE wires
are for the capacitor's charging lines.  High−voltage oil capacitors like this one are not polarized.
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For a sure−fire method of disabling a stationary vehicle, you'll want to make up something like
this.  Take two Harbor Freight Tools Magnetic Ground Blocks (Item #30754) and attach two long
lengths (about three or four feet should do) of #4 or #6 copper ground wire.  Then add a copper
mechanical lug to one end, and a copper ring terminal to the other end of the wire.  Securely attach
the ring terminal end to the magnetic ground block.  You'll also want to run the copper wire through
a piece of vinyl tubing for added high−voltage protection.
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Closeup of the copper ring terminal attached to the magnetic ground block.  The copper ring
terminal was attached to the ground wire using a vise because I didn't have one for use on smaller
diameter wire.
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A handy addition is a foam handle.  You'll want to add this if you are positioning the magnetic
ground contact blocks while the capacitor is already charged.  The pieces of foam tubing comes
from those cheap carabiners you can buy at the hardware store.
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View of the two magnetic ground blocks and their attached wires.  You'll want to place one of the
ground blocks on the engine or oil pan and the other on the vehicle's frame.  This should help the
discharge pulse to flow from the engine to the frame, blowing out any electronic engine controls in
the path.  Of course, you'll probably want to experiment ahead of time.
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View showing how the copper wires are attached to the spark plug screw terminals.  This particular
setup is very fragile!  An updated version should include better mechanical support.
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Stational vehicle disabling device − overall view.

Schematic / Block Diagram
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Radar Basics
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Nortel DMS−100 HNPACONT.HNPACODE

Code Type STRG (Station Ringer)

Code Type

STRG − Station Ringer (local)

The following is the functional description of the new format in subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE
for a station ringer code.  A description of the STRG code appears in the following table.

Code type STRG is not for use in a toll switch.  Code type STRG replaces code type SRNG.

Note:  This method requires the definition of a distinct station ringer test office code for each office
code that this office serves.

An alternate method for station ringer test is available that does not involve the use of this
subtable.  With the alternate method, dial a single station ringer test access code for the complete
office.  After you dial this code, dial the seven or ten−digit Directory Number (DN) for testing
use.  The system directs translation to a fixed Common Language Location Identifier (CLLI)
STRG.  The system uses subtable STDPRTCT.STDPRT and table OFRT to direct translation to a
CLLI STRG.  The CLLI STRG appears in table CLLI.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Code Type STRG

Code Type             Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
STRG                  Station Ringer
                      The code type STRG applies when a dialed three−digit code represents a 
                      station ringer test code.

                      The code combination NXX−XXXX, number of digits equal to seven and local
                      originating source is correct for code type STRG.

                      When the reception of an origination from a non−local source occurs, the 
                      system routes the originator to vacant code treatment.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Datafill

The following table describes datafill for table HNPACONT.HNPACODE, code type STRG:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table HNPACONT.HNPACODE Type STRG Field Descriptions

Field       Subfield       Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−                  
FROMDIGS                   Numeric             From Digits
                           (3 digits)          Enter the three−digit number assigned as the 
                                               station ringer test code.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TODIGS                     Numeric             To Digits
                           (3 digits)          Enter the same number as in field FROMDIGS.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CDRRTMT                    See Subfield        Code Type
                                               Route reference and treatment. 
                                               This field contains subfield CD.

            CD             STRG                Code Type
                                               Enter STRG for the station ringer test and enter
                                               data in refinements SNPA and NXX.

            SNPA           Numeric             Terminating Serving Numbering Plan Area
                                               Enter the Serving Numbering Plan Area (SNPA) of 
                                               the called terminating line DN that the station 
                                               ringer test code is assigned to.

                                               Translation of the dialed digits proceeds to 
                                               table TOFCNAME with the use of refinements SNPA
                                               and NXX as the key.

            NXX            Numeric             Terminating Office Code NXX
                                               Enter the office code of the called terminating
                                               line DN that the station ringer test code is 
                                               assigned to.

                                               Translation of the dialed digits proceeds to 
                                               table TOFCNAME with the use of SNPA and NXX 
                                               refinements as the key.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Example

An example of datafill for subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE with code type STRG appears in the
following example.  The input for code 725 appears in the example.  The input terminates to a line in
the switching unit.  Translation proceeds to the DN translations for translation of the last four−digits
when the following conditions occur:

The reception of the correct code combination and number of digits from a non−local source.• 

The system does not use local calling area or class of service screening to route the call.• 

The terminating office number for code 725 is "0" (zero).

FROMDIGS     TODIGS     CDRRTMT
____________________________________
725          725        STRG 613 000
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Bonus
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End of Issue #40

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Kill all spics.

Gunfire Breaks out at Basalt 7−11

June 27, 2007 − From: www.vaildaily.com

By Scott Condon

BASALT − Five shots were fired at the counter of a 7−Eleven from outside the store at about 11:10
p.m., Tuesday, police said.

No one was hit but Basalt Police Chief Keith Ikeda said the clerk and the four or so customers −
which included a family with a child − could have been killed or seriously injured.

Police want to question two Hispanic men who argued with a clerk at the convenience store at
about 9:30 p.m., Ikeda said.

The men left the store, hung around outside for a short time, then departed.

The clerk the men argued with was off duty and had gone home by the time of the shooting.

Police have images of the two men from video surveillance cameras at the store, Ikeda said.

The clerk, Bruno Kirchenwitz, said the two men were angry about a hat he often wears to
work.  The baseball cap says, "U.S. Border Patrol."  He said he didn't have the hat on at the
time they approached him.

Ikeda stopped short of calling the incident racially charged.

"All we know is he got in a verbal dispute with two Latinos males and we believe that this may be
connected to the shooting," Ikeda said.
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Basalt investigators worked with law officers from Pitkin and Eagle counties and Snowmass Village
Wednesday to try to find the two men, who police said were last seen driving a small, silver,
two−door sedan on Two Rivers Road toward El Jebel.

Police described one of the men as overweight and about 5−foot−8−inches tall, with medium brown
skin and a black crew cut.  The other is a bit shorter, weighs between 180 and 195 pounds, and has
a shaved head and dark brown skin, police said.

No arrests had been made as of 4 p.m. Wednesday, according to Basalt Sgt. Joe Chavira, but
officers will still working numerous leads.

Though less serious, this is the second shooting in the region is as many days.  On Monday night, a
20−year−old man was shot to death at the Ponderosa Lodge in Glenwood Springs.

More Democrat voter fraud.

7 Charged with Voter Registration Fraud

July 27, 2007 − From: www.komotv.com

By Associated Press

SEATTLE (AP) − King County prosecutors filed felony charges Thursday against seven people in
what a top official described as the worst case of voter−registration fraud in state history,
while the organization they worked for agreed to keep a better eye on its employees and pay
$25,000 to defray costs of the investigation.

The seven submitted about 1,800 registration cards last fall on behalf of the liberal Association of
Community Organizations for Reform Now, or ACORN, which had hired them at $8 an hour to sign
people up to vote, according to charging documents filed in Superior Court.

Secretary of State Sam Reed told a news conference it was clearly Washington's most serious
instance of voter registration fraud.

"This was an act of vandalism upon the voter rolls of King County," said Dan Satterberg, the interim
King County prosecutor.

Satterberg, Reed and other officials stressed that the defendants were motivated by financial gain
rather than any desire to toy with the outcome of an election.  They said that in one sense, ACORN
was victimized because it paid for voter−registration work that was never performed.

But in interviews with King County Sheriff's Detective Chris Johnson, several of the defendants −
while freely admitting they forged the forms − insisted that they had been told ACORN would shut
down their office in Tacoma if they didn't improve their numbers, Johnson wrote in a probable cause
statement.

One, Ryan Olson, said another worker in the office told him "do what you have to do" to turn in more
cards.

ACORN's oversight of the workers was virtually nonexistent − to the extent that civil charges could
have been warranted, Satterberg said.
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In a settlement agreement announced Thursday, ACORN, which cooperated with the investigation,
agreed to pay $25,000 and to make improvements in its management, training and oversight of
suspect voter registrations throughout the state.

Acting Seattle U.S. Attorney Jeff Sullivan said he believes the agreement could become a model for
other states in dealing with organizations like ACORN.

"Voter registration is a vital part of our work to increase civic participation," said John Jones,
president of Washington ACORN.  "We need to continue to do that work, and do all that we can to
make sure that no one is trying to pull a fast one on us, and creating problemsfor the registrations,
to get money they haven't earned.  We will be working closely with county officials to do that."

ACORN, founded in 1970, has run voter registration drives across the country, with allegations of
fraudulent registrations surfacing in several states, including Pennsylvania, Ohio, Missouri and
Colorado in recent years.

The Washington state probe began after King County election workers in October spotted
apparently forged voter−registration cards among about 1,800 that were turned in by ACORN.  The
cards arrived a day after they were due for the November election.

Election officials feared that tossing all of the registrations could inadvertently disenfranchise any
potentially legitimate voters in the batch.  So they allowed the names to appear on the rolls for
subsequent elections, including an advisory vote on replacing Seattle's Alaskan Way Viaduct in
March.

But they flagged those names and tried to verify them using other state databases.  Only six turned
out to be legitimate voters, Satterberg said.  The King County canvassing board agreed to remove
many of the rest − 1,762 − from the rolls Thursday, satisfied they were fraudulent.

Investigators determined that no votes were cast from the fraudulent voter registrations.

Charging papers said that in many cases, the ACORN workers flipped through phone books or
baby−name books at the Seattle Public Library, picking names from one page and addresses from
another.

Frequently they listed homeless shelters as the addresses, requiring shelter staff to spend hours
going through their records to determine whether any of the people had actually lived there.

None of the defendants could immediately be reached for comment.  Some had unlisted phone
numbers or numbers that had been changed, while others did not return messages seeking
comment.

Dan Donohoe, a spokesman for the King County prosecutor's office, said he did not know whether
any had obtained attorneys.
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Germanazis acting like Germanazis.  Shocking!!!!!

50 German Firms Under Investigation for Helping Iran's Nuke Program

July 20, 2007 − From: www.worldtribune.com

LONDON − Germany is investigating scores of companies suspected of aiding Iran's nuclear
program.  Officials said 50 German companies may have been involved in the sale dual−use
systems and material required for Iran's nuclear project.  They said Berlin has determined that the
shipments were being used to complete Iran's nuclear energy plant at Bushehr.

"The equipment was ordered by Russia and diverted to Iran," an official said.

On July 12, Germany prosecutor Christoph Lange identified one of the companies.  Lange
said the Berlin−based company Vero was suspected of shipping nuclear material to Moscow
via Poland.  From there, he said, the material was exported to Iran.

Vero was identified as a supplier to Bushehr since 2000.  Officials said the company purchased
nuclear technology from dozens of companies in Germany for Russian contractors of Bushehr.

The German exports to Bushehr were believed to top 150 million euros, officials said.  Lange said
prosecutors have so far traced about five million euros worth of German exports slated for the
Iranian nuclear reactor.

Officials said the companies have argued that they had merely filled orders from Russian
clients.  But Lange said at least a dozen of the German firms knew that Iran was the final
destination.

Another German company was said to have exported parts for a crane ordered for Bushehr.  The
shipments by the unidentified company, located in the former East Germany, were reported to have
taken place in 2001 and 2002.

The United States has long complained that German companies were facilitating Iran's
nuclear program.  In 2004, a German company employee was arrested in Saxony−Anhalt on
charges of smuggling technology destined for Iran to Russia.
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New York Slimes Edits Condoleezza Rice's Wikipedia Entry!!!!

199.181.174.146 = nytgate05.nytimes.com

URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Condoleezza_Rice&diff=prev&oldid=15725782
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BBC Edits the Caterpillar D9 Wikipedia Entry!!!!

132.185.240.13 = gated.thls.bbc.co.uk

URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?diff=prev&oldid=1667544

132.185.240.122 = webgw2.thls.bbc.co.uk
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ACLU Edits Pope Benedict's Wikipedia Entry!!!!

12.42.243.10 = aclusec1.aclu.org

URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pope_Benedict_XVI&diff=prev&oldid=12530341
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Hero Edits Eric Corley's Wikipedia Entry!!!!

24.7.14.252 = MY FUCKING HERO!!!!!!!

URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Eric_Gordon_Corley&diff=2386752&oldid=2386746
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This is true.
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Funny edits to Kevin Mitnick's entry.
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Someone found out Corley's little charade!
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Staged Photo − AFP

URL:
http://www.france24.com/france24Public/en/administration/afp−news.html?id=070814211100.kkqbxpk2
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